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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Over the last few years, the need for programmable networks has captured
the interest of industrialists and academicians. It has led to the development
of a paradigm called software defined network (SDN). It separates the
network intelligence into the control plane and forwarding logic into the data
plane. This architecture gives scope to various security issues of which
denial of service (DoS) is the most common and challenging to detect. This
paper focuses on the detection and mitigation of a slow DoS attack called
Slowloris on Apache2 server in SDN based networks. The proposed solution
is called Slowloris detection and mitigation mechanism (SDMM). Mininet,
an emulator, and SimpleHTTPServer are used for simulation and the same is
implemented using Zodiac FX OpenFlow switch, Ryu controller and
Apache2 server. SDMM algorithm detects and mitigates prolonged
Slowloris attack in typical networks as well as in slow networks with low
bandwidth and high delay in 240-280s with an accuracy of 100% and 98%
respectively. It uses expectation of burst size as a key factor for detection.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Software defined network (SDN) is a new networking paradigm that focuses on separating the
control plane from the data plane [1]. The control plane and data plane communicate with each other using
OpenFlow protocol. Controller is a device in the control plane which houses the intelligence of the entire
network. This centralized architecture poses a greater vulnerability to attacks. If the controller is
compromised, the entire network can be manipulated by attackers. Therefore, security is one of the major
concerns for SDN. This paper is focused on improving security at the controller. This work focuses on one of
the most popular attacks called the denial-of-service attack. A popular category of denial of service (DoS)
attack is slow DoS attack which is characterized by sending a small amount of data over successfully
established connections for a prolonged time period. A large number of such connections makes the victim
reach its saturation state. This makes the server unavailable for legitimate clients resulting in DoS. These
attacks are hard to detect as the attacker sends legitimate traffic and not corrupted data over legitimate
connections.
Slow DoS attacks are application-level protocol attacks. Slowloris and slow hyper text transfer
protocol (HTTP) POST are the common Slow HTTP DoS attacks tools. This paper presents a Slow HTTP
DoS attack defence mechanism that detects and mitigates Slowloris attack. It works by allowing a single
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machine to bring down another machine’s server. It is initiated when the attacker establishes a lot of
connections to the server and holds these connections for a long time by sending incomplete HTTP GET
requests at regular intervals. The proposed solution is based on the calculation of expectation of burst size of
incoming traffic. It is emulated using Mininet and SimpleHTTPServer. The solution is also implemented on a
real network set up using Zodiac FX OpenFlow switch, Ryu controller and Apache2 web server.
The proposed solution is tested for the Slowloris attack on HTTP2 enabled Apache2 server. HTTP2
works by multiplexing concurrent requests from a client into a single connection. Slowloris in its default
configuration does not bring the server down. However, Slowloris detection and mitigation mechanism
(SDMM) is successful in detecting the attacker who opens the single connection with multiplexed concurrent
requests. SDMM is successful in detecting attacks on HTTP2 enabled Apache2 server. The solution is tested
with ZodiacFX switch, Ryu controller and Apache2 server enabled with HTTP2.

2.

LITERATURE SURVEY
This section of the paper gives a clear picture of the work done in the area of distributed denial of
service (DDoS) in SDN. Issues identified by other researchers along with the proposed solutions are
mentioned here, which forms a basis for the proposed work in this paper. A comprehensive survey of
evolution of SDN and research avenues is presented in [1]-[4]. These papers also bring forth various issues
faced by SDN like scalability, performance, robustness, dependability, and security. Security is one such
issue that has a vast scope for research and gained a lot of importance over years.
Praseed and Thilagam [5] present the points of vulnerability to attacks in SDN. They categorize
attack scenarios into three categories: control plane specific, control channel specific and data plane specific.
FRESCO by [6] is a framework for providing security services as modules. Table overflow attack is another
threat to OpenFlow switches in the data plane. This attack is monitored and mitigated by [7] offers an
extensive study of DoS attacks and their countermeasures in SDN. AVANT-GUARD proposed by [8] is
another mechanism designed to counter DoS attacks caused by synchronize (SYN) flooding. FloodGuard
proposed by [9] is a framework to prevent data-to-control plane saturation attack using proactive flow rule
analyser and packet migration. [10] gives an extensive view of different types of DDoS attacks. DoS attacks
are bifurcated as volumetric attacks, application layer attacks and slow DoS attacks. Some of the volumetric and
application layer attacks are transmission control protocol (TCP) syn flooding, ping to death, user datagram
protocol (UDP) flood, internet control message protocol (ICMP) flood, HTTP flood, and simple message
transfer protocol (SMTP) flood. Slow DoS attacks utilize fewer resources, unlike flooding attacks. Some HTTP
based slow attacks are slow HTTP header (Slowloris), slow HTTP POST attack (RUDY), and slow read attack.
Slow HTTP header and Slow HTTP POST are generated by tools called Slowloris and RUDY respectively.
Methods to counter slow attacks are proposed by [10]. Slow HTTP header attacks like Slowloris,
Slowloris-ng and Slow HTTP POST attacks are analyzed and detected based on long connections, low packet
rate, packet distance uniformity, a combination of low packet rate and packet distance uniformity, low mean
packet rate and low packet rate variance. Slow ternary content addressable memory (TCAM) exhaustion in
SDN is explained by [11]. Slow attacks initiated by spoofed IPs fill up the OpenFlow tables of OpenFlow
switches. A counter mechanism called selective defence for TCAM (SIFT) is proposed to decide whether a
new rule should be installed or not. HTTP based slow attacks like Slowloris and SlowHTTPTest are analysed
by [12]. Slow attacks on the Apache2 server are detected based on a threshold on the number of open
connections. If threshold exceeds Slow HTTP DDoS attack defence method [SHDA] is triggered at the
controller for the suspected clients.
A multi threshold monitoring system is proposed by [13] to improve low rate threat detection and
mitigation. It computes low rate threat measure by considering payload, hop count, latency and packet count
to detect low rate attacks [14]. analyses different types of pulsating attack. A detection method using selfsimilarity of incoming network traffic and wavelet based multi-resolution analysis is used to detect various
types of pulsating attacks. HTTP2 based servers differ in the way in which simultaneous requests from a
single client are handled [15]. presents a study of performance of HTTP1.1 and HTTP2 servers under DDoS
attack. It was identified that HTTP2 are vulnerable to slow read attacks and HTTP flooding attacks.
Tripathi and Hubballi [16] proposes a method where attacks are detected using Chi-square statistic
where statistics of traffic were collected over a period ΔT. Chi-square value is calculated over this traffic
profile to test the hypotheses of whether the collected traffic belongs to normal or malicious traffic. The
research propose solutions to detect and mitigate DDoS attacks in SDN based networks [17]-[22]. Explains
how a non OpenFlow home gateway can be converted into a OpenFlow enabled network. The difference
between traditional network and SDN and detection of elephant flows is brought about clearly in [23]. The
research perform performance evaluation of the of emulating SDN and the impact of firewalls on throughput
of the network [24], [25].
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This background study forms a strong basis for studying the nature of attack and to design
identification and mitigation technique proposed in SDMM. The efficiency of HTTP2 over HTTP1.1
presented by researchers has been a motiviation to study the behavior of attack on HTTP2 enabled servers.
3.

PROPOSED METHOD
The solution proposed in this paper is focused on detecting and mitigating slow DDoS attacks which
are prolonged for a long time of more than 60s. Slowloris is one such attack in the Slow HTTP header attack
category which is common and difficult to detect. In this work, a mechanism to detect and mitigate Slowloris
attack on both HTTP1.1 and HTTP2 enabled Apache2 server called SDMM is proposed. This attack is
intended to make the victim server unavailable for legitimate requests resulting in DoS. This is achieved
when the attacker opens a lot of simultaneous legitimate connections after a successful TCP handshake with
the victim server. Slowloris opens 150 connections to the Apache2 server by default. This value is not
changed in this work. For the attack to be successful, these connections must be kept open for a long time. So,
the attacker sends incomplete HTTP GET messages on these open connections every 15s if the attack is alive.
The victim server becomes unavailable for legitimate clients as its thread pool is exhausted in this process.
The work proposed in this paper considers Slow DoS attack in HTTP2 apart from HTTP1.1. HTTP1.1
differs from HTTP2 in the way concurrent requests and responses are processed. HTTP1.1 processes requests
and responses as plain text as opposed to HTTP2 which adds a binary framing layer that encapsulates all
messages in binary format. Multiple requests from a single client are multiplexed into streams and sent on a
single TCP connection. An HTTP2 enabled Apache2 server is used in this work for demonstrating the
behaviour of Slowloris in HTTP2. Since all the 150 concurrent requests were multiplexed into a single TCP
connection, the server was not brought down. However, the attacker is identified using SDMM based on the
burst characteristics. SDMM is implemented in Ryu controller and has 2 phases: monitoring phase, detection
and mitigation phase. The monitoring phase keeps track of the flow statistics of the Zodiac FX switch every 20s.
Further detection and mitigation phase detects attack bursts from the collected flow statistics. Detection is based
on the expectation of burst size. Once the attack is detected, the mitigation phase mitigates and blocks traffic
coming in from the attacker. The attacker's mac address is added to a blacklist. Table 1 shows the assumptions
and terminologies used in the algorithm. Overall functionality of SDMM is shown in the algorithm.
Table 1. Assumptions and thresholds
Term
Ci
Ni
Nth
No. of spikes per attack
No of concurrent connections by Slowloris

Meaning /Threshold
ith Client
ith attack attempt
Attack attempt threshold = 3
4
Simple HTTP Server = 7 Apache2 server = 150

Begin
Step 1: Monitor flow statistics of each of 4 consecutive flows every 20s.
Step 2: Calculate burst size bi = bi+1 – bi, increment flow_counter (flow_counter tracks the no. of flows)
Step 3: Calculate probability of burst P(bi) using (1)
Step 4: Calculate Expectation of burst size E(B) using (2)
Step 5: Find standard deviation σ using (3)
Step 6: Increment spike count Ni
Step 7: For next 4 consecutive burst calculate P(bi) using (1)
Step 8: Calculate Expectation of burst size E(S) using (2) find k= |E(B) – E(S)| / σ
//Detection and mitigation
Step 9: if E(B)-k σ <= E(S) <= E(B)+k σ, GoTo Step 10
Else goto Step 7
Step 10: if Ni = 1 goto 11 else 12
Step 11: Divert all the flows from attacker to server and vice versa to the controller.
Step 12: Increment Ni
Step 13: if Ni >= Nth GoTo Step 14 else goto Step 15
Step 14: Client Ci is an attacker. Delete all the flow entries in the switch for client Ci
and drop all the incoming packets from Ci.
Step 15: if flow_counter >13 goto Step 16 else goto Step 7
Step 16: Client Ci is not an attacker. Install flows in the switch to send traffic buffered at the controller to the
destination.
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Monitoring phase is implemented by using a monitor which collects flow statistics from the flow
table every 20s. The burst size is calculated by the difference in the byte count of every 2 consecutive flows.
SDMM is designed for prolonged attacks which are extended for more than 60s. Therefore 4 bursts are
considered to evaluate expectation of burst size. Let b1, b2, b3, b4 be consecutive bursts. The monitor’s
responsibility is to calculate the expectation of burst size E(B) given by (2). The probability of burst bi required
to find E(B) is given by (1). The standard deviation σ, is calculated using P(bi) and E(B) as shown in (3),
P(bi) = bi/ ∑ni=1 bi

(1)

where,
P(bi) - probability of burst bi
bi – ith burst
n – No. of flows
expectation/mean of burst size is given by E(B) for n no. of flows in (2).
E(B) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 bi ∗ P(bi)

(2)

Standard deviation σ is given by formula in (3).
2

𝜎 = √∑𝑛𝑖=1 (bi – (E(B))) * P(bi)

(3)

E(B) and σ is calculated for the first four consecutive flows and sets Ni to1. The bursty nature of
Slowloris attack is exploited to detect it. The bursts generated by the attack are consistent is size. Detection
and mitigation phase is responsible to analyse if the next consecutive incoming traffic is from an attacker. For
the next 4 consecutive bursts, E(S) is calculated using (2). If E(S) lies in the range E(B)-kσ <= E(S) <=
E(B)+kσ, then it may be due to an attack. Here k is the tolerance factor used to adjust the minimum and
maximum range of expected burst size. The client Ci is suspected to be an attacker and Ni is incremented
considering this as an attack attempt.
At this point SDMM installs flow rules in the switch to divert the traffic coming from the suspected
client Ci and the victim server to the controller. Controller starts buffering the incoming traffic from Ci and
victim node. If the next 4 incoming bursts have E(S) lying in the range E(B)-kσ <= E(S) <= E(B)+kσ, then
Ni is incremented. This process repeats until Ni reaches a threshold Nth. When Ni reaches Nth for
consecutive bursts, client Ci is identified as an attacker. The controller drops the buffered data and installs
flows rules to drop all packets from Ci. Suppose E(S) for consecutive bursts do not lie in the range E(B)-kσ
<= E(S) <= E(B)+kσ, then the controller installs flow rules in the switch to forward the buffered data to the
destined server.
SDMM detects and mitigates Slowloris attack in approximately 260s. The proposed method also
considers attackers and legitimate clients in slow networks. Legitimate clients with slow networks are less
likely to be falsely detected as attackers as they do not generate constantly sized consecutive bursts of data
for a long time. Whereas attackers with slow networks generate irregular bursts in the beginning and constant
bursts after they get connected to the server. These bursts are detected by SDMM to mitigate the attack.
4.

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
This section details the experimental setup used for emulation as well as real network set up. This
experiment considers clients in networks with typical network characteristics where all hosts can
communicate without delay or congestion. It also considers clients in slow networks which has delays due to
low bandwidth and congestion. Bandwidth and delay are varied in the emulation as well as real network set
up for performance evaluation.
Table 1 shows the thresholds of various parameters chosen for this experiment. The number of
spikes per attack attempt is chosen to be 4 as this work focuses on the Slowloris attack which extends for
more than 60s. Nth, the attack attempt threshold, is chosen to be 3 to increase the accuracy of attack detection
and to keep the detection time less than the default timeout of Apache2 server that is 300s. Continuous
monitoring is done up to Nth attempts to reduce the rate of false positive detections.
4.1. Emulation using Mininet
Figure 1 shows the experimental set up using Open vSwitch (OVS), clients, Ryu controller and
SimpleHTTP server. It consists of 50 clients, 1 SimpleHTTP server, 2 Open vSwitch and 1 Ryu controller.
The experiment was conducted for typical networks as well as slow networks. Among 50 clients up to 4
attackers were detected in different cases as mentioned in the results. When a client Ci begins Slowloris
An approach for slow distributed denial of service attack detection and … (Prathima Mabel John)
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attack on the SimpeHTTP server, it opens 7 simultaneous connections. Consistent burst of bytes was
generated byte the attacking client. The behavior of server under attack without SDMM is shown in Figure 2.
The consecutively generated constant bursts can be clearly seen in the graph.

Figure 1. Mininet topology

Figure 2. Server under Slowloris attack without SDMM

When SDMM was implemented the attack on the server was detected and mitigated successfully.
Table 2 summarizes simulation results for typical network with 50 clients. It was successfully detected by
SDMM within 260- 280s. The average burst of bytes that was generated in different cases are mentioned in
the table. Figure 3 show the input output (IO) graph of the server when attack was detected using SDMM. It
can be clearly seen that there is no packet transmission after 260s once the attack is detected.

Figure 3. Slowloris attack detected on the server by SDMM in typical network scenario using Mininet
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Table 2. Results of simulation using Mininet for typical network
Case
1
2

Attack scenario
Number of attackers=1
Number of attackers=2

Avg. Burst size
869 bytes
860 bytes

Detection time
260s
260s

In case 2, two attackers initiated Slowloris attack. Attacker 1 was able to occupy all the 7 seven
connections simultaneously under ideal network conditions, leaving no threads for attacker 2. Hence, it was
an unsuccessful attack attempt for attacker 2. Table 3 shows the results of emulation for clients in slow
networks and single OVS. Slow network was emulated by varying bandwidth and delay of links between the
client and OVS. Up to 4 attackers were detected. Each attacker was able to establish connection to the server
using different number of sockets. Figure 4 shows server graph when attack is detected by SDMM. Packets
are dropped at the client side after attack detection. Table 4 summarizes the results of emulation using 2 OVS
and 50 clients in slow network. Figure 5 shows server behavior after attack detection. Packets are dropped at
the client side after attack detection.
Table 3. Results of simulation using Mininet for clients in slow network with 1 switch
Case
1
2
3

Attack scenario
Number of attackers=1
Number of attackers=2
Number of attackers=4

Avg. Burst size
934 bytes
298 bytes
320 bytes

Detection time
260s
260s
260s

Figure 4. Slowloris attack detected on the server by SDMM in slow network scenario using Mininet
Table 4. Results of simulation using Mininet for clients in slow network using 2 switches
Case
1
2

Attack scenario
Number of attackers=1
Number of attackers=4

Avg. Burst size
530 bytes
290 bytes

Detection time
260s
280s

Figure 5. Slowloris attack detected on the server by SDMM in 2 switch slow network scenario using Mininet

4.2. Experiment in real network environment
Figure 6 shows the experimental set up using Zodiac FX switch, clients, Ryu controller and Apache2
server. It consists of 2 clients, 1 Apache2 server, one Zodiac FX switch and 1 Ryu controller. The experiment
was conducted for typical networks as well as slow networks. Client Ci begins the Slowloris attack on the
Apache2 server. It opens 150 simultaneous connections to the Apache2 server. The server’s thread pool gets
An approach for slow distributed denial of service attack detection and … (Prathima Mabel John)
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exhausted and becomes unavailable for other legitimate clients. Requests from other legitimate clients are timed
out as the server is busy serving the attacker. Table 5 shows various scenarios considered for the experiment
along with the average burst size generated by the attack. Figure 7 shows server behavior after detection.

Figure 6. Topology of experiment using Zodiac FX switch

Figure 7. Slowloris attack detected on the server by SDMM in typical network scenario in real network

Table 5. Results of experiment using Zodiac FX in a typical network scenario with 2 clients
Case
1
2

Attack scenario
Number of attackers=1
Number of attackers=2

Avg. Burst size
23746 bytes
20617 bytes

Detection time
240s
260s

Table 6 shows the attack characteristics of 2 attackers in a slow network. In this scenario, the clients
do not create 150 sockets at once due to the delay it experiences in the network. Instead, they create it at a
slow pace till they acquire all the threads, attacking the server successfully. Figure 8 depicts attack detection
on the server. In case 2, attacker 1 and attacker 2 connect to the server creating 129 and 127 sockets
respectively. The server reaches its maximum connection limit of 256 (default Apache2 configuration). This
makes the server unavailable for other clients.

Table 6. Results of experiment using Zodiac FX in a slow network scenario with 2 clients
Case
1
2

Attack scenario
Number of attackers=1
Number of attackers=2

Avg. Burst size
27218 bytes
20285 bytes

Detection Time
260s
260s
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Figure 8. Slowloris attack detected on the server by SDMM in slow network scenario in real network

4.3. Experiment in real network environment for HTTP2 enabled server
Figure 9 shows the experimental set up using Zodiac FX switch, clients, Ryu controller and
Apache2 server enabled with HTTP2. It consists of 2 clients, 1 Apache2 server, one Zodiac FX switch and 1
Ryu controller. Experiment was conducted for typical network. Results are as shown in Table 7 and Figure 9.
The results clearly show that the attack is detected and mitigated in approximately 240-260s, earlier than the
default timeout of the Apache2 server which is 300s. The attack behaviour of generating regular bursts of
bytes is the key feature for attack detection in this work.

Figure 9. Slowloris attack detected on the HTTP2 enabled server by SDMM in typical network scenario
Table 7. Results of experiment for attack detection on HTTP2 enabled server and 2 clients using Zodiac FX
switch
Case
1
2

Attack scenario
Number of attackers=1
Number of attackers=2

Avg. Burst size
26024 bytes
25260 bytes

Detection time
260s
260s

The results clearly indicate that the bursty behavior of the Slowloris can be used to identify and
mitigate the attack. SDMM identifies the spikes and calculates E(S), k and σ. It successfully detects and
mitigates the attacker by identifying continuous spikes in the range E(B)-k σ <= E(S) <= E(B)+k σ. In order
to measure the accuracy of the proposed system in detecting Slowloris attack, the balanced accuracy is
calculated for a test set size of 20 for each scenario. Balance accuracy is given by (4) with true positive
values (TP), true negative values (TN), false positive values (FP) and flase negative values (FN).
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Balanced Accuracy =

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁

𝑇𝑁

+ 𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃

(4)

Table 8 shows the balance accuracy of the test results obtained in this work. Compared to other
proposed methods mentioned in section 2, accuracy is given preference over detection time in this proposed
work where various network conditions are considered. Slow networks take time to generate constanty sized
bursts because of varying bandwidth. Considering prolonged Slowloris attack in slow and ideal network
scenarios, it is worthwhile to compromise over faster detection time to achieve greater accuracy. SDMM
performed well with high rate of accuracy even in slow networks where bandwidth and delay keep
fluctuating. In ideal networks, accuracy of SDMM was 100%. FP and FN values are very low. This proves
that the proposed mechanism is successful enough to detect and mitigate attacks under various network
conditions.
Table 8. Balanced accuracy of test scenarios
Test scenario
Emulation–Typical network
Emulation– Slow network (Single switch)
Emulation– Slow network (2 switches)
Network setup with Zodiac FX –Typical network
Network setup with Zodiac FX – Slow network
Network setup with Zodiac FX –HTTP2 enabled server

TP
20
18
18
20
19
19

FP
0
0
0
0
0
0

FN
0
2
2
0
0
0

TN
20
20
20
20
20
20

Balanced Accuracy
100%
95%
95%
100%
98%
98%

5.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, slow DoS detection and mitigation (SDMM), a method to detect and mitigate
Slowloris, a type of slow HTTP request attack, was proposed. Detection was based on the expectation of
burst size of incoming flows. Flows were monitored by the monitoring phase to obtain the burst size of each
incoming flow. The detection phase detected and mitigated the attack if 4 consecutive bursts were in the
range of attack. The simulation was conducted in Mininet with Simple HTTP Server for clients in slow
networks as well as typical networks. The same solution was implemented using the Zodiac FX switch, Ryu
controller and Apache2 server. Attack was detected in almost all the scenarios in 260s on an average. The
attack was also tested on HTTP2 enabled Apache2 server. Though the Slowloris attack in its default state
could not bring the server down, the bursts initiated by the attacker were identified by SDMM. The client
who initiated the attack was isolated by dropping any further traffic. Accuracy of the proposed system is
evaluated by calculating balanced accuracy of test scenarios. It is found that SDMM detects attacks in typical
network with an accuracy of 100% and in slow networks with an accuracy of 98%. There is a scope to extend
this work for more clients and servers. It is limited to 2 clients and 1 server due to limitations in resource
availability.
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